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10 costly email 
creation mistakes 
and how to avoid them
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Creating an email is a complicated process.  
As a result, it takes more time and costs more 
money than you’d like. If it’s any consolation, 
you’re not alone.

80% of brands take more than one week 
to create just one email. That was a key 
finding from the benchmark of Stensul’s State 
of Email Creation survey conducted mid-2020. 
More than a year later, we found the same holds 
true, and then some. 

In the initial research, 7 areas were identified 
as probable bottlenecks in an email creation 
workflow. Three more problem areas were 
frequently cited by organizations like yours  
in the most recent survey.

The aim of this ebook is to help you 
dramatically reduce the back-and-forth between 
your marketers, designers, copywriters, and 
developers to save hundreds of hours that 
can be shifted to strategy development, message 
refinement, and testing as well as work on 
breakthrough marketing automation instead of 
fixing broken templates.

The 10 areas are presented in the form  
of questions. They’re the same Stensul 
answered with BMW, Capital One, Yahoo, 
and others to help them slash their email 
creation time by as much as 90%. 

Introduction
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You know the power and performance of email. People are 5x more likely to engage with brands via email than 
any other marketing channel, including social media. It can deliver a 42% ROI and generate sales astoundingly 
well. But that all might not happen if proper goals aren’t set for your program at the very beginning. Knowing 
what to shoot for tends to sharpen your aim to drive creative and all that follows. Put in place objectives 
for the program in terms all can understand and embrace. Be sure to make them measurable and comparable to 
prior efforts.

Do you set goals for your email program?1

ROI can be 
achieved

42% 
more likely to 
engage with 
brands via email 

5x 
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Do you have an email brief that lays out the 
project so team members know their roles and 
responsibilities as well as the overall timeline?

An email brief is literally the map for an email 
creation effort. It spells out—for each team 
member—where to go, how to get there, and what to 
do if anyone gets lost. Taking the time to create such 
a document can save time every step of the way. 

2

If you wonder what constitutes an effective email 
brief, check out the eBook 6 keys to an effective 
email brief.

https://stn.sl/3jfJ1JJ
https://stn.sl/3jfJ1JJ
https://stn.sl/3jfJ1JJ
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The marketing leaders Stensul surveyed 
recognize, as you no doubt do too, that 
the typical way an email is created  
is susceptible to bottlenecks. If you 
have visibility into the process, from 
the email request to deployment to an 
ESP/MAP, you can prevent minor 
slowdowns from becoming massive 
shutdowns. An Email Creation Platform 
gives you that end-to-end view.

Do you know exactly who is working on each aspect 
of the email creation process, how long they’re 
spending, and whether they’re getting stuck? 

3
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Most emails are created by disconnected 
team members using single-purpose tools. 
That’s fundamentally why emails are so 
difficult to create and take so much 
time to get out the door. Teams that 
operate in this manner end up having lots of 
unnecessary and avoidable back-and-forth, 
eating up valuable time and money. Using a 
collaborative Email Creation Platform 
changes all that. Emails created this way 
yield content that’s more engaging so your 
email yields stronger results.

Does your team use a platform that lets them 
collaborate and achieve optimum efficiency  
and performance?

4
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Does your team have enough time for A/B testing, 
personalizing, and segmenting to create a better 
subscriber experience?

5

More than 75% of respondents to our survey said they have little time to invest in high-value strategic initiatives 
like analyzing performance to make better use of deployment platforms. Chances are you’re in the same place, 
seeing all available time taken up by often-manual email creation activities and lengthy, unproductive approval/
review procedures. An Email Creation Platform cuts creation time allocation from weeks to days, and days to 
hours, giving you the time needed to make your emails perform even better with A/B testing and other 
refinement actions.

With an 
Email Creation Platform

Without an
Email Creation Platform

https://stn.sl/3p49UDM 
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You might have the finest Style Guide ever 
created. But if your organization is creating  
emails the way most do, there’s no certainty  
on-brand emails will be issued every single 
time. An Email Creation Platform with robust 
guardrails ensures only the latest branding 
will be used - with the right typeface, color 
palette, logos, and images as well as the latest 
regulatory information - every single time. 

Do you know if every email your organization 
creates is 100% brand compliant?6

Approved image
from image library

Character limits
and line counts

Approved logo,
retina quality

On-brand colors and fonts

Proper legal text in footer
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The American with Disabilities Act (ADA) and the Accessible 
Canada Act (ACA) are laws that require businesses not 
discriminate against any person with a disability, including vision 
impairment. That’s where creating emails comes in. There are 
steps that must be taken to ensure an email’s text, design, and 
technology works for vision-challenged subscribers. 

An Email Creation Platform lets you be certain your 
emails comply with ADA requirements for accessibility. 

Do your email designs check 
all the boxes for accessibility?7

To meet ADA and ACA 
accessibility  requirements, 
your emails must:

• Maintain a logical reading order

• Use heading elements in code

• Include sufficient contrast between 
text and background colors

• Provide text alternatives for images

• Feature meaningful link text

• Keep your code concise

• Use a descriptive subject line

https://stn.sl/3ax3ULt 
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Do you have a process to ensure that once an  
issue is fixed with an email it doesn’t have to be  
dealt with again?

Research found that QA issues relating  
to design, rendering, and tracking need 
to be re-addressed 8 out of 10 times. 
They weren’t avoided or solved the first 
time. An Email Creation Platform 
brings QA upstream to significantly 
reduce issues from happening in the 
first place or make them easily handled 
in the unlikely event they occur.

8
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Does your email creation process integrate with 
workflows, DAMs, link tracking, and messaging 
platforms as well as ESPs/MAPs? 

9

By not linking to other elements or  
layers of your marketing automation 
stack, the email creation process takes 
more time, while raising the potential  
for bad things happening to good 
emails. An Email Creation 
Platform  brings all of it together 
to further simplify and streamline the 
entire process, especially when it 
integrates with other parts of a 
martech stack.

https://stn.sl/3iYdxr4 
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Do you have the ability to handle email creation 
volume growth and keep SLAs to under five 
business days?

You’re not the only one who knows email works. Everyone in 
your organization does and wants to use this effective channel 
too. That means you must be able to scale to meet volume 
increases in a way that meets requesters’ needs on timing, 
without adding staff or sacrificing quality. An Email Creation 
Platform lets you do that with ease.

10

One more question: 
Do you want to learn how 
to make your email creation 
process simpler, faster, and 
more effective?

To learn more or to see an Email 
Creation Platform in action, visit 
www.stensul.com

https://stn.sl/30f5wYh 
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Stensul is the platform for collaborative  
email creation.
     
The Stensul Email Creation Platform™ dramatically reduces 

email creation time - up to 90% - so teams can better focus 

on improving email performance. Stensul makes this possible 

by streamlining the collaboration process and simplifying 

email creation for all marketers, so they can create high-

performing emails that drive stronger results. For more 

information, email sales@stensul.com, call

646-389-1193, or visit stensul.com.

© 2021 Stensul, Inc. All rights reserved.
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